Arms and Armor
Medieval to Renaissance
Now, This is a
VIKING WARRIOR!
RIGHT!?!?!?

UM… No.
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WHY?
The axe has about a 2-3 foot long
blade. This would be almost
impossible to use.
Shields were made to be destroyed,
so they would not have wasted metal
on the handle (most likely).
Most, if not all, armor of the time was
hide, leather, and occasionally metal
rings. A full chest plate like this just
didn’t happen.
There’s no actual recorded instance
of Vikings ever wearing horned
helmets. Helmets, yes. Horns, no.
Also, they would have likely worn
pants. Hello? Scandinavian winters?

Where it all started (for me)...
●

●

●

●

As a kid I thought the Medieval Period was all about...
–

“Knights in Shining Armor”

–

Quest to right the wrongs of the world

–

The age of Chivalry

Led to the study of Medieval Literature and Mythology
–

Learned real vs. myth

–

I wanted more understanding of who they were

Turned into a Hobby
–

It's fun!

–

Great exercise, yes I actually practice ;)

–

Connected me with my heritage

Am I into warfare and fighting?
–

Nope...I'm actually closer to a pacifist

Time Periods
●

Medieval Period:
Late 5th century – middle of 14th century
– From fall of Rome to Renaissance
– Includes The Viking Age
●
8th century (Migration Period) – mid 11th century
– Includes The Crusades
●
late 11th century – late 13th century
Renaissance Period:
–

●

–

14th century – 18th century

From Webster’s Dictionary: A
cutting tool that consists of a
heavy edged head fixed to a
handle with the edge parallel to
the handle and that is used
especially for felling trees and
chopping and splitting wood.

Axes!

From Derrick’s Dictionary: A stick with a
sharpened head attached to one end
and may have handle on the other,
which is very useful for cutting down
trees, but can be used as a weapon.

SWORDS
●

●

●

From Webster’s Dictionary: a weapon
(such as a cutlass or rapier) with a long
blade for cutting or thrusting that is
often used as a symbol of honor or
authority.
From Derrick’s Dictionary: a long,
sharpened stick with a handle
commonly used to hit things with.
So, this is actually a sword also?…
Yes.
Aztec obsidian sword

What about...SHIELDS?!?!
●

●

●

From Webster’s Dictionary: A broad
piece of defensive armor carried on the
arm.
From Derrick’s Dictionary: A piece of
armor, commonly made of metal and/or
wood, and commonly used to help you
not get hit with long sharpened sticks.
Interesting point: Viking round shields
were often composites of wood and
canvas or linen, and rimmed with
leather or metal.

Helmets and Armor
●

●

●

So, if Vikings didn’t wear horned
helmets and armor plates, what did
they wear?
Most armor of the day was animal
hide, thick wool, leather, studded
leather, and for the really fancy,
chain mail.
Helmets of the day were often just
leather and commonly had thick
wool underneath. Sometimes, they
were iron.

How were these things made?
●

Early medieval metal weapons and armor
were iron or low grade steel.
●

●
●

Sometimes, the steel was an accident.

Most armor was leather or hide.
Shields were a composite of metal, hide,
wood, and linen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2XMr9_PvaI

●

Steel advanced and became higher grade
toward the Crusades.
●

With the addition of crucible steel.

Sword evolution over time
●

●

●

●

Along with sword materials, their designs
evolved over time, to match the new types of
armor and weapons being used against them.
The earlier swords:
●
Had a smaller (or no) crossguard.
●
Had shorter blades.
●
Did not have fullers
Later swords:
●
The crossguard is far more obvious.
●
Often had fullers
●
Could have longer blades
This is not to say that as time passed all swords
became longer and had crossguards. With
everything else in the world, you build the tool to
match your needs.

What shaped sword evolution?
(Author’s Speculation)

●

●

With the change in metals and
techniques, longer swords could be
made that were just as strong.
Shields became less common
among sword weilders, or they
became smaller (more tactical).
●

●

So, crossguards played a larger role in defense.

With the addition of full suits of
armor, you needed weapons you
could control at longer distances,
but were thinner and tapered
toward the tip.

Basic Tactics
●

●

The vikings were not screaming barbarians running in to attack
the enemy.
Along with their knowledge of weapons came a good
understanding of how to effectively use them. Even if you were
only ever to be a farmer, you still knew something about how to
fight.

Defense and Offense
●

●

●

●

●

To Shield Wall, or Not To Shield Wall?
That is the question!
Important thing to know is that nobody
is 100% sure of this answer.
Very often, shield wall tactics are
shown as typically Viking.
Rolf Warming (archaeologist) in an
article in Science Nordic questions the
effectiveness of Vikings fighting in a
shield wall.
What are the pros and cons?

This is another kind of shield wall

In combat,
was the shield armor or weapon?
●

●

●

●

The most likely answer is, Yes! It
is both armor and weapon.
There is at least one instance in
Brennu-Njáls saga of throwing a
shield. But, why?
Even if not thrown, it is still useful
in a punch, or simply to push an
opponent back.
But, most of the time, it was used
to block hits and protect the user.
(Why give up a perfectly good defense?)

Hurstwic: shield throw
youtube

Sword vs Axe
●

Which is better, the sword or the axe?
–

●

Like anything, it depends on the user and the situation.

Why use a sword?
–

Purpose built. This is a weapon.

–

Made entirely of metal, so stronger
but could bend and flex if made
well.

–

–

●

Why use an axe?
–

Multi-purpose. Chops firewood,
slices, dices, makes Julienne fries
(if you’re really careful).

–

Much cheaper

–

(Especially chainmaile)

If the shaft breaks, it can be
repaired while on campaign
without a blacksmith.

Looks a lot cooler!

(Not true with a sword!)

More useful against some armor.
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Photo by Disney...

Other resources
●
●

●

Sigmund Ringeck's Knightly Art of the Longsword
Codex Wallerstein: A Medieval Fighting Book from the Fifteenth
Century on the Longsword, Falchion, Dagger, and Wrestling
The Archaeology of Weapons: Arms and Armour from
Prehistory to the Age of Chivalry
●

●

The Oakshott Typology is outlined in this book.

Youtube.com

